DECCAN INTERNATIONAL

DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS FOR FIRE & EMS

Do You Know Your
True Response
Times During a
Disaster?
Deccan Does, and So Can You.
As an emergency management
department, it is your main goal to
prepare for a disaster before it occurs.
You have an action plan in place to
mitigate any damage due to the disaster,
and, as the disaster passes, there are
lessons learned to better prepare for
future occurrences. However, as your
department puts these plans in place,
how do you know the critical
deployment and response
decisions you’re making are the most
efficient?
Custom-built to meet the unique needs
of your department based on disasters
unique to your region, Deccan
International’s data-driven software
applications help Fire & EMS
departments improve their
disaster response plans,
optimizing resources when
disaster strikes.

How do I maintain
communications when my CAD
system is down during a tornado
or cyber-attack?
How do I take performance
analytics from a current natural
disaster, like a hurricane, to plan
for future mitigation, such as
moving a station to a new location
less prone to flooding?
How do I quickly assess any potential
coverage deficits in the regions
surrounding a disaster site, such as a
bridge collapse or train derailment?
How do I optimize my mutual-aid support
during both a mass-planned and
unplanned event?

Do I know in real-time my true response
coverage capabilities during unexpected
environmental conditions, such as a blizzard or
wildfire, when my units’ roadway speeds might
be affected?
What stations or alternate staging sites do I
redeploy apparatus to when I need to close a
station no longer accessible due to an emergency
disaster?
How do I quickly navigate our available road network routes
and update my CAD run-orders when dealing with flooding
due to a hurricane?

Don’t leave your department’s response and deployment decisions to chance when responding during
a disaster. To learn more about how Deccan can help your department efficiently prepare for and
respond to an emergency disaster, contact Deccan today at sales@deccanintl.com, or via phone at
858-764-8400, Option 1.
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